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Development Control changes create community uncertainty 

City Of Sydney Greens Councillor Irene Doutney will tonight put a motion before Council 

asking the City to oppose changes the state government are proposing to the way 

Development Control Plans (DCP) work.  Clr Doutney says the legislation, currently before 

parliament, will completely gut DCPs, taking away certainty for communities as to how their 

neighbourhoods will develop in the future and wasting the significant time and money 

invested by NSW Councils in their development. 

“The City of Sydney alone spent seven years developing their new DCP.”  Clr Doutney said.  

“After mammoth efforts by our staff, and significant input from the community, we finally 

signed off on the new plan in May this year.  Since then we’ve been waiting for state 

government approval for one of our other planning documents (the Local Environment Plan) 

before it takes effect, but if the proposed legislation passes, that may never happen.” 

Under the proposed changes, Councils will be required to be more ‘flexible’ in enforcing 

adherence to DCP provisions, a term Clr Doutney says is generally code for letting 

developers do whatever they want.  “However in this case there’s no need for secret codes 

as the proposed legislation specifically states that DCP provisions have no effect if they 

‘prevent or unreasonably restrict development’.  The changes sound like they’ve been 

written by the developer lobby. 

“With the provisions of DCPs able to be thrown out simply because they don’t suit 

developers, communities will never have certainty about what will happen in their 

neighbourhoods.  I fought hard for the new DCP to contain stronger provisions to protect 

people’s homes from being overshadowed by new developments.  This meant people could 

buy a home knowing that they were guaranteed a minimum amount of sunlight on their 

property each day.   

“Now no one will ever be certain that a massive development won’t pop up next door and 

plunge their home into permanent shade on the basis that the provision against 

overshadowing was ‘unreasonably restrictive’.” 



Clr Doutney concluded by saying that she hoped Council would take up the fight against 

these unfair changes.  “They simply continue the trend started by the previous Labor 

government of taking away Council powers in order to benefit developers.  The Liberals 

promised they’d do better but this move represents a complete backflip on the stance they 

purported to hold before being elected.  The City can’t just stand back and let this happen.” 

She said.    


